
Please choose a proper volume when hearing the headset. It is also important 
to control the hearing time for your ears health.

      Pairing time exceeds 3 minutes, SX-990 will automatically shut down ;If the 
headset are back to the effective distance in 3 minutes, it will automatically 
reconnect with the last connected device. 

When there is an incoming call, the headset will prompt: Incoming call" with 
vibration. Phone number"134........."will be broadcasted. Click MFB to answer 
or just operate on your mobile phone.

Press the MFB button to hang up calls, or directly hang up on your mobile phone, 
it will prompt" Call ended".

When there is an incoming call, headset will broadcast the phone number with 
vibration. Double click the MFB to reject or just reject it on your mobile phone, it 
will prompt" Call rejected ".

Battery low

When the headset is connected with smart phone, if the distance between 
device and headset is out of 10 m, headset will prompt "Device disconnected"If 
comes back to the working distance within 3 min, headset will reconnect 
automatically with your mobile phone. If not comes back around working 
distance in 10 min, headset will power off, Please switch the button to OFF and 
then to ON to wake up the headset to back to work.

Mobile phone lost indicator with headset

Double click the volume"  –" when calling to have call transferred between 
phone and headset.

Unlock the mobile phone and double click the volume "  -  " to launch the voice 
dial, it will prompt" Voice Dial" , and then just speak the people's name who you 
want to call, This function only works if your mobile phone support it.
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If the environment is potentially dangerous, please stop using the headset

Before charge this headset with charging cable, please check whether the 
charge cable is original.

1. Switch the button to:"ON", the headset will turn on with vibration and 
prompt "Power On" the red and blue indicator light are flashing alternately 
which means the headset is entering into pairing mode and prompt" Ready 
to pair".

2. Switch to "ON", it will prompt " Ready to pair " after 5 Seconds ,the red and 
blue lights flash alternately when headset is ready for paring .

4. Click SX-990, Bluetooth headset gets connected with your device 
automatically, and prompt" Pairing completed" and also will prompt" Device 
connected" when successfully connected with SX-990. Some may require pass 
code which is 0000.
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NOTE: 

 Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance  

could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.   This device complies with Part 

15 of the FCC Rules.  Operation is subject to the following two conditions:  

(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and  

(2) this device must accept any interference received,  including interference that may 

cause undesired operation.  

 

 


